EXAMPLES OF CYANIDE  PRACTICE.
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Breaking.— Underground breakers, where used, are set to make a product of 6 to 9 inches, and surface breakers one of 1?>- or 2 inches. Grizzlies screen oft' about 50 per cent, of the ore, which does not pass through the breakers. Both jaw and gyratoiy breakers are used, and efficient and careful breaking is regarded as essential. Tube mill pebbles of 4-inch cube are sorted out in the breaker station, and in order to minimise the breathing of dusty air by operators, sprays or exhaust fans with suctions to each breaker, to withdraw the dust produced, are now commonly installed.
Stam-p Milling.—The use of heavy stamps up to 2,000 Ibs. weight is general in all new mills. The Nissen stamps are especially adapted for small installations. With heavy stamps not more than 1)7 drops per minute, with 8 inches set height of drop, should be given to avoid undue breakages of cam shafts owing to shock of cam impact on the tappet.
The ratio of 10 heavy stamps per standard tube mill (51 by 22 feet) is the usual modern practice, with coarse screens up to 1 inch aperture and stamp duties up to 20 tons per stamp of 2,000 Ibs., and without plates in the stamp mill. Figs. 1.78 and 179 illustrate the former practice with amalgamated plates at the New ITeriot mill, and the practice in Jan. HH'l at the .Robinson Deep installation. In Fig. 179 the tube mill motors are shown on the left.
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The ratio of water to solids in coarse battery screen pulp is vory low. and varies between 1,1 and 5 to 1 ; lube-mill pulp contains about; • •!) per rent, of water, and the water ratio in the pulp flowing over the lube-mill amalgamated phitcs is 1,1 to .1. In general, launders in a modern crushing plant, are steep, lu per cent, being a frequent gra,de, and the proportion •of water in the pulp in various stages is correspondingly reduced. The advantage of this procedure is obvious in reducing the cost, of pulp elevation, the number of classifiers, and the sixe of the pumps returning the. alkaline mill service, water to the crushing plant.
To avoid having to pump course pulp from battery screens, the best' practice, as sit the .Robinson Deep, is to gravitate from batteries into diaphragm tube-mill cones ((> by !) feet), the underflow from which, containing up to -1UO tons solids per iM hours, enters the lube mills. This is illustrated in Fig. ISO.1 This diagram now represents accepted modern practice, except, that it. is not worth while to separate the mill ore feed into plus and minus l)-mesh products before the ore enters t he mortar box.
1 W. R. Dowlintf, Itttml Mftitllurtiiritl /'/v/r//Vr, vol. i., p. 12!).

